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Abstract.Coastal setback is the land along the shore edge with proportional width to the shape and physical condition of the shore minimally
one hundred (100) meters from the highest tide landward. This case study investigated the sand exploitation along the coastal setbacks from
Merauke District to Naukenjerai District to supply more than 90% of the material need for the constructions of infrastructure, housing,
buildings, offices in Merauke Regency. Sand exploitation activities occurred more than 20 years have damaged infrastructure along the coast
and coastal ecosystems, especially mangrove habitats which have functions one of which is as a natural shield from the onslaught of the sea
waves where the population in Merauke District reaching 95,410 people (44.78%) of the total population of Merauke Regency is concentrated
in the coastal regions. This condition is very dangerous to health, security and safety of the residents in the regions with the hazards caused by
environmental damages due to illegal sand excavation. This study mainly aimed to develop a rescue model of coastal setbacks from illegal
sand exploitation. The reseach used methodologies, among others: (a) selection of location which included Merauke District and Naukenjerai
District by purposive sampling approach, (b) data collection techniques using Focus Group Discussion (FGD) approach and in-depth
interviews, (c) data analysis technique by Analysis Hierarchy Process (AHP). This study concluded that: (a) Supervision unit of coastal
setbacks is the major priority of the local indigenous ethnic groups, (b) The set of law needed as the priority is Village Regulation, (c)
Solution for sand need fulfillment is prioritized to be relocated to Okaba District and Malid District.
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I. INTRODUCTION

beach security efforts which are intended to protect the
community from the dangers of high tide (rob), abrasion,
ensuring their social and public facilities around the beach,
keeping the beaches from pollution and silting up of the river
estuary.

Coastal setback in Merauke Regency stretches along
Merauke District and Naukenjerai District. Until now, sand
exploitation has lasted on the coastal setback to supply over
90% of sand in order to meet the need for infrastructure
construction, housing, buildings, offices in Merauke Regency.
This has resulted in the destruction of coastal ecosystems,
especially mangrove habitat that serves as a natural shield
from the onslaught of waves of the sea, whereas the
concentration of population in Merauke District reaches
95,410 people (44.78%) of the total population of
MeraukeRegency located in the coastal region.This
conditionis very dangerous to health, safety and safety of
residents of the region from the hazard caused by
environmental damage due to illegal sand exploitation. Based
on the research conducted by Djamali, et al. (2016), it is
shown that: (1) there was a fairly large addition of swamps
and puddlearea that reache 174,830 hectares. Results of
ground check found many new open marshes due to illegal
sand exploitation; (2) the area of beachsand and vegetated
beach ridge is respectively -50,377.882 hectares and 13,477.095 hectares which show a reduction in the area of
land cover. It meansthat the the occurrence of the allegedly
damage mangroves in the southern coast ofMerauke Regency
is true. Reduction of the region is a result of sand exploitation
by human and sea abrasion which continues to increase over
time.

B. Sand Mining and Its Impacts
The results of study of resource economics expertsat
Harvard University in [5] state that the more dependent a
country on its natural resources, the smaller the rate of its
economic growth. This common symptom in resource
economics is called Dutch Disease. Maanema (2004) in [5]
states this penomenon as a paradox (something that is
expected to trigger prosperity fails to benefit the poor).
Sand mining activities commonly use simple
equipment with limited capital and are often carried out by
many people [6]. The mining activities referred to in this
study are included in mining activities of Type C Minerals on
land surface. Plainsconcerned are a region with a relatively
homogeneous and flat slope with a maximum slope of 8%
which can be alluvial plains, flood plains, broad valley floor,
plains between hills, or plateau. The Type C Minerals on land
surface are class C mining materials in the forms of landfill
soil, sand, gravel, trass and pumice stone tras.2 The mining of
type C minerals uses mining methods and techniques that are
different from any other mineral types.
Environmental Problems of Sand Mining
As mentioned earlier, mining activityis one of
activities that may potentially cause damage to the
environment, and the mining of type Cminerals is no
execption. Good quarrylocation is always in another place far
away from the users [6]. There are some environmental
problems arising from the quarry, assuming that the quarry
location has been based on the condition of a good site [6],
namely:

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Coastal Setbacks
Coastal setback line is the land along the shore with
proportional width to the shape and physical condition of the
beach, minimally one hundred (100) meters from the highest
tide landward [2], [3], [4].The boundary line is part of the
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a.

The visual impact of the quarry landscape and its
supporting facilities, such as the loss of trees, the
exixtence of bench, and so forth.
b. Dust ontraffic. This problem continues to increasein dry
and windy season,especially if there is no effort for
watering the road.
c. Disturbance caused by trucksound.
d. Groundwater contamination occurs because of the
discharge of oil or other chemicals into the pit or open
joint near groundwater levels.
e. Traffic volumes rise along the roads of village or city
which are generally traversed by trucks with an
excessive cargo, causing damage to roads, security,
noise, mud on the roads, and so on.
f. Determination and use of empty space after the mining
operation is finished.
Environmental issues of sand mining activities
require proper handling in order that damage to the
environment is not getting worse. It is also important for the
sustainability of sand mining activity itself. In fact, changes in
the earth's countenance caused by open-pit mining can affect
the environmental balance [6]. Excessive material dredgingon
the base or the river meanders can cause the natural flow
pattern of the river to change. As a result, the horizontal
erosion expands. It can be concluded that the handling of
environmental issues of sand mining activities is important in
sustainable development. This is important in preventing the
bigger impacts of externalities which lead to high social costs
and cause the natural flow pattern of the river to change.

1. Define the problem and determine the kind of knowledge
sought.
2. Structure the decision hierarchy from the top with the goal
of the decision, then the objectives from a broad
perspective, through the intermediate levels (criteria on
which subsequent elements depend) to the lowest level
(which is usually a set of the alternatives).
3. Construct a set of pairwise comparison matrices. Each
element in an upper level is used to compare the elements
in the level immediately below with respect to it.
4. Use the priorities obtained from the comparisons to weigh
the priorities in the level immediately below.Do this for
every element. Then for each element in the level below,
add its weighed values and obtain its overall or global
priority. Continue this process of weighing and adding
until the final priorities of the alternatives in the bottom
most level are obtained.
To make comparisons, we need a scale of numbers that
indicates how many times more important or dominant one
element is over another element with respect to the criterion
or property to which they are compared.
B. Pairwise Comparison
If the decomposition process has been finished, and
hierarchy has been in a good order, assessment of pairwise
comparison (weighting) is made in each hierarchy based on
relative importance. In the example above, the comparison is
held in hierarchy III (the alternative) and the Hierarchy II (the
criteria).
Assessment or in weighting of Hierarchy III is
intended to compare values or character options based on
each criterion. For example, between option 1 and option 2 in
criterion 1, option 1 is more important. Furthermore, between
option 1 and option 3, option 3 is more important,and so forth
until all options are compared one by one (in pairs). The result
of the assessment is the value/weight which is the character of
each alternative.
Assessment or weighting of Hierarchy II is intended
to compare the value of each criterion in order to achieve the
goal, so weighting based on the importance level of each
criterion will be obtained in order to achieve the set goals.
Pairwise comparison assessment procedure in
AHPrefers to the assessment scores that have been developed
by Thomas L Saaty [8] as follows:

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
1. The location was chosen deliberately by purposive
sampling approach in Merauke District
and
NaukenjeraiDistrict.
2. The data collection technique used focus group approach
through in-depth interviews
3. The analysis technique used in this study was Analysis
Hierarchy Process (AHP)
Decisions involvemany intangibles that need to be traded
off. To do that, they have to be measured along side tangibles
whose measurements must alsobe evaluated. Theyserve the
objectives of the decision maker. The Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP) is a theory of measurement through pairwise
comparisons and relies on the judgments of experts to derive
priority scales. Thesescales measure intangibles in relative
terms. The comparisons are made using a scale of absolute
judgements that represent, how much more one element
dominates another with respect to a given attribute. The
judgements may be inconsistent, and how to measure
inconsistency and improve the judgements and the possiblity
to obtain better consistency are the AHPconcern. The derived
priority scales are synthesised by multiplying them by the
priority of their parent nodes and adding for all such nodes.
An illustration is included [7], [8].

TABLE 1
AHP ASSESSMENT SCORE
Intensity of
Importance
1
3
5
7
9
2, 4, 6, 8

A. AHP Stages
To make a decision in an organised way to generate priorities,
we need to decompose the decision into the following steps
[7].
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Definition
Both elements/alternativesare equally important
Element A is a little more essentialthan element B
(moderate)
Element A is more essential than element B ( strong)
Element A is definitely more essentialthan element B
(very strong)
Element A is absolutely more essentialthan element B
(very strong)
Value between two close balances

Consistency of Logic Principles
Weighting matrix obtained from the results of the pairwise
comparison should have cardinal and ordinal relations as
follows:
 Cardinal relation: aij . ajk = ajk
 Ordinal relation: Ai>Aj>Aj>Ak, maka Ai>Ak

occurred in Kampung(Kampong) Kuler with the levels of
damage as follows:
TABLE 2.
LEVEL OF COASTAL ECOSYSTEM DAMAGE DUE SAND MINING
No

Distrik/Kampung

Tingkat
KerusakanEkosistemPantai#)

1

Merauke District
a. KampungKarang Indah
++
b. KampungSamkai
++ (Ongoing)
c. KampungNasem
++ (Ongoing)
2
DistrikNaukenjerai
a. KampungKuler
++++ (Ongoing)
*) number of mark (+) indicates levels of damage

The relations can be seen from two things as follows:
1. By seing multiplicativepreferences; for example, if apple
is 4 times tastier that orange, and citrus is 2 times tastier
than melon, then apple is 8 tastier than melon
2. By considering transitive preferences;for instance, appleis
tastier than orange, and orange istastier than melon, so
appleis better than melon
In the real situation, there will be some deviations of the
relations, so the matrix is not perfectly consistent. This is
because of inconsistencies in one's preferences. For AHP
model, comparison matrix can be accepted if the value of
ratio is consistently<0.1. CR value <0.1 is the value with good
and accountable levels of consistency. Thus, the value of CR
is a measure of consistency of pairwise comparison in
opinionmatrix. If the index consistency is is high enough,
revised judgmentcan be made, i.e.by finding RMS deviation
of the line (aijdan Wi / Wj ) and revising its judgment on the
line that has the greatest priority value

The field observationsindicated that until now the sand
mining in coastal setbacks is still taking place primarily in 3
kampongs i.e. KampungSamkai 3, KampungNasem, and
KampungKuler. The highest intensity is in KampungKuler,
where the distance to the city center is relatively far> 60
kilometers, so the monitoring and enforcement are very poor.
Additionally, in KampungKuler, a village area with low
population density ± 1-2 people per square kilometer, it is
very easy to carry out illegal sand mining [1]. Until now, the
villages with relatively well-conserved coastal ecosystems are
only in Naukenjerai District, namely KampungOnggaya,
Kampung Tomer and Kampung Toumerau.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sand mining along the coastal setbacks in the region of
MeraukeDistrict has long been existingsince over 25 years
ago. The choice of sand exploitation on coastal setbackis the
easiest, fastest, and cheapest effort because the location is
relatively very close to mining resources and city areawhich is
approximately 2-20 km. The mining operations are illegal
because they conflict with the regulation of Merauke District
No. 14 of 2011 on Regional Spatial Strategy of Merauke. The
exploited coastal setbacks are in the area of Merauke District
and District Naukenjerai to meet public demand and
infrastructure constructionnecessities in District of Merauke.
Merauke region is, ingeneral, an area of the muddy sand
found in almost all corners of the city. According to previous
studies by Subarnas [9], the southern coast of
MeraukeRegency is a coastal deposition in the form of loose,
fine-rough clastic sedimentsthat consist of fine-coarse silt and
sand. The shape and size of fine sand are very suitable as the
raw material mixture of building materials for various
infrastructures,among others: buildings, bridges, roads,
houses, factories, etc. Users typically do not directly use the
sandbut usually leave it under rain in some time in order that
the levels of salt in the sand reduce. The mined sand is sand
that is along the coast which is the coastal setbacks in the
form of piles with height of 2-3 meters. Thecoastal
ecosystemsalong over 100 meters from the highest tide limit
to the mainland have been damagedbecause of the mining.
Damage to coastal ecosystems in both districtsis very severe
indicated by the formation of puddles, fallen old coconut trees,
and loss of mangrove ecosystems. These conditionsare widely
found along the coast in Merauke District occurred Lampu
Satu Beachin Kelurahan (Administrative Village) Karang
Indah, KelurahanSamkai, whereas in Naukenjerai District
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A. Preparation of the rescue model structure of coastal
setbacks
Based on the results of focus group discussion involving
Head of Kampung Onggaya, Head of Indigenous Community,
6 Heads of Clan, Community Figures, Youth Figures,
Kampung Consultative Body, and environmentalists from
Musamus University of Merauke, a rescue model structure of
coastal setbacks is obtained as the following figure 1.

Figure 1. Model of coastal setback rescue from sand
exploitation

The model constructionconsists of four levels, namely:
1. Level-1: Goal: Rescue Model of coastal setbacks from
sandexploitation
2. Level 2: Supervision Implementers, consisting of:
indigenous community (L2-1), bureaucrat (L2-2), and
security forces (L2-3)

3. Level 3: Legal instruments, consisting of: enforcement of
local regulations (L3-1), village regulations (L3-2), and
enforcement of social norms (L3-3)
4. Level-4: Strategy of sandfulfillment, comprising:
relocation far away from the coast and settlement (L4-1),
coastal sand exploitation is allowed but limited (L4-2),
sand exploitation of sand on the coastal setbacks is strictly
prohibited (A4-3), purchasing from out of Merauke (L4-4)

Based on the results of in-depth interview on MP3EI year
I, it was shown that people in KampungOnggayastrongly
believed and hopedthe preparation and implementation of
village regulations stating the prohibition of sand exploitation
on the coastal setbacks. At that time, a memorandum of
understanding was declared by all stakeholders in
KampungOnggaya to prohibit illegal sand exploitation. Thus,
in the study year II, in accordance with the agreement of all
stakeholders facilitated by researchers and environmentalists,
the Regulation of KampungOnggaya, NaukenjeraiDistrict,
MeraukeRegency No. 06 of 2016 on the Prohibition of Sand
Exploitation
on
coastal
setbackin
KampungOnggayawasofficially declared September 19 2016
and then was socialized. After the enactment into
KampungOnggaya Gazette No. 06 of 2016, the regulation of
KampungOnggayaMerauke Regency Number 06/OGYPK/IX/2016since then the regulationwas enacted. Because the
regulationwas formulated and agreed from, by and for people
of KampungOnggayathemselves, it was not difficult to
implement, oversee and evaluate the implementation of the
village regulation. Since then, the community has owned a
legal reference binding all parties to the banning of sand
exploitation on coastal setback. Some of the driving factors
that accelerated the process of preparing to attestation of the
villageregulations were: (1) the right analysis of the people’s
needs and wishes, (2) the total support of all stakeholders, (3)
the leadership and communication that existed between Heads
of Kampung, VillageConsultative Body, and Head of
Indigenous Community of KampungOnggaya, and (4)
collective awareness of the people in KampungOnggaya that
the sand exploitation on coastal setback that continued today
from KampungKuler to MeraukeDistrict has led to real
impacts on damage to coastal ecosystems indicated by loss of
mangroves as a natural shield from abrasion pressure of sea
water, destruction of infrastructure and facilities in general,
until the well water sources in the last 2-3 years which have
been brackish due to the intrusion of seawater that in the
future would threaten public health and safety. Seeing
theserealities, people in KampungOnggaya enthusiastically
welcomed the publication and enactment of the village
regulations for security, safety, sustainability of coastal
ecosystems and ultimately the health of KampungOnggaya
community. This was a real social process in fighting for the
valueof the community interests and the conservation of
coastal resources. The success of the rescue is a rescue model
of coastal setback from illegal sand exploitation.
Besides the village regulations, the second priority is the
enforcement of social norms or social values struggled and
developed as a reference in social activities. The prominent
social norms struggled by community of KampungOnggaya
today are the togetherness and openness in dealing with any
offenses in illegal sand exploitation.
Determination of prioriy level-4 is strategy of sand need
fulfillment in a good order as the top priority; that is,
strictprohibition of sand exploitation on in coastal setback
(A4-3), relocation away from the beach and settlement (L4-1),
purchasing from out of Merauke (L4-4) and allowed but
limited exploitation of coastal sand (L4-2) (see table 5).

After the rescue model structure of coastal setbacks was
completely composed, assessment was carried out with expert
approach by performing pairwise comparisons i.e. providing a
relative weight value of multiple criteria (or multiple
alternative) against a criterion intuitively. The scale used was
comparison scale of Saaty 1-9. Then, the determination of
priorities was made; that is, relative comparison values were
processed to determine the relative ranking of all alternatives.
All elements were grouped logically and consistently ranked
in accordance with the logical criteria by testing logical
consistency.
B. Determination of Priorities
Analysisin the determination of priorities started from Priority
level 2 i.e. Supervision Implementers (see Table 3), indicating
that this level puts the priorities in a consecutive order i.e.
indigenous community, security forces, and bureaucrats.
TABLE 3.
PRIORITY LEVEL OF SUPERVISION IMPLEMENTERS
Supervision Implementers
Indigenous Community (L2-1)
Bureaucrats (L2-2)
Security Forces (L2-3)

Average
0.724
0.083
0.193

Priority
1
3
2

Indigenous community available in KampungOnggayais
Kanum, the descendant of KanumMarind. Theindigenous
community consists of five clans i.e. Ndimar, Kul, Mbanggu,
Gelambu, and Sanggra. Head of Indigenous Community as
the highest authorityholder in KampungOnggayahas strategic
roles and functions in determining the direction of coastal
resource utilization. Administratively, the governance is under
the control of village head, but sociallythe existence of head
of indigenous community has the authority to assign and
control the community. Thus, head of Indigenous community
is placed by the entire community as a priority to define,
develop, and manage of coastal resources fully for the welfare
and safety of the community. When the indigenous
community is not able to cope with social problems,
especially violations in sand exploitation, then for the next it
is handed over to local security forces.
Priority Level 3: legal instruments as follows: village
regulations, enforcement of social norms,and enforcement of
local regulations.
TABLE 4
PRIORITY LEVEL OF LEGAL INSTRUMENTS
Legal Instruments
Average
Priority
Enforcement of local regulations
0.0771
3
(L3-1)
Village regulations (L3-2)
0.6409
1
Enforcement of social norms (L3-3)
0.28201
2
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TABLE 5
DETERMINATION OF PRIORITY STRATEGY OF MEETING SAND
NECESSITIES
Sand
Neccessity
Fulfillment
Strategy
Relocation far away from the beach
and settlement (L4-1)
Allowing coastal sand exploitation but
in limited amount (L4-2)
Strict prohibition of sand exploitation
on coastal setback (L4-3)
Purchasing from out of Merauke (L44)

Average

Priority

0.287252

2

0.059519

4

0.513721

1

0.139432

3
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